By Calvin T. Mann
SPECIAL TO THE SUN
“When someone
else controls your
dollar, you have to
go to them for permission to survive.” This is the
thought that kept
repeating over this
last 3 months. It
continues to be
clearer as I watch
the news cycle, social media, and Facebook.
It was so much more visible as we moved
closer to election time. This election was

messy and divisive and opened a trend in our
community of very confusing messages that
ultimately caused people to stand for something and fall for nothing. When Donald
Trump, in his role as president of the United
States declared “I did more for the Blacks
since Lincoln” and no one publicly challenged
his statement I was disturbed to the fullest. I
clicked links, I read timelines, watched news
shows, listened to radio, I even did the black
ones, No one said a damn word. I continued
to watch and wait but still nothing was said.
Here’s why. Unemployment and stimulus
checks. But the truth of the matter is those
dollars were not gifting from Trump, they
were the tax dollars earned and paid by the
American People. WE THE PEOPLE.
As we move into the rebuilding and the
healing of our communities we must re-examine our values and our words. What we say to
one another and how we treat each other
matters. Another thought that this election
did uncover is that people still want and need
to work together to make our community better. In our support for each other we recognize that some things must change; especially
at home first; as we move forward as a community. Values must be taught and re-established in the home and community.

By James Ford
FOUNDER OF OBAMA WEEKEND
Please,
please,
please people
of color and
all those who
are oppressed
make those
rich black
celebrities
pay, because
they disrespected the
people that
got them
started and
first supported them.

We have been guilty of an individual
mindset that allowed a small collective to
support untruths and narratives motivated by
hate of others and even hate of ourselves.
Hate/self-hate is the background to statements like “I got mine- he’s a no good fathershe is a b**ch and a hoe- women are powerful
and men are weak-coons- the nword-sellout
and snitch- I can’t trust my family” and
more. When these untruths and narratives
persist we see much of the results we have
right now. A system that directs the substandard education of our children and under values our men consistently. The information is
out there and just like speaking against our
untruths, I’m sharing things we can do to improve our community together. Here
are a couple of solutions we can do to
change the standards of life looking
toward unifying a
broken system.
We must have
more marriages and
get back to twoparent households.
This model of family works. When
healthier families
grow the medical
and mental health professionals prove that it
adds years to your life! As I have been writing
for the last five years, two parent households
allow us to live longer, have safer communities; bring healthy literacy to homes; cuts
prison rates and more. According to the Center for Disease Control (CDC), A two-parent
household prevents loss of children, jobs,
improved mental health, reduced trauma,
rape, sexual assaults, and so much more.
Two parent household improve communities that are cleaner, better educated, and
not only cultivates our girls but invests in our
boys so that both get the nutrients they deserve as well. Unity is not working because
we are not teaching unity. When we don’t
teach unity as a value, our children are
treated differently and are as broken as our
men. Look at us closely. Please let’s begin
to restore our values and morals for the sake
of our children. We have to stop waiting for
someone to rescue us. When we can choose
to save ourselves! I’m ready. Are you?
Calvin T. Mann, National Encourager is
President and Founder of Good Fathers Only
and EMIY Inc. Calvin is available for speaking
engagements and advancing the call for boys
and fathers. Feel free to reach out at
calvintmann@gmail.com.

This is a story of betrayal and disconnect
with the cause of the needy and oppressed
in the USA and all over the world.
They know what Trump is and they supported him. They stated that it is all about
their pockets, so let’s not put anything in
their pockets. Lets boycott them and everything they are connected to forever (maybe
with the next election they might think).
They eat egg foo young and steak. Sometimes we wonder what we will eat.
Please pass this to the young.
James Ford is the national founder of
Obama Weekend. Visit
ObamadayAugust4th.com, Facebook, YouTube, Instagram and Twitter. Email
Realgoodpresident44@gmail.com or call
(888)604-2294.

By Heather Hetheru,
SPECIAL TO THE SUN
Good Day
Good People!
You may see
the title of this
insight and immediately judge
the term “Hoe”
harshly and
without a
deeper perspective. Many of us have
been in a place in our lives where we
have been selfish, self-serving, and
only thought about what we wanted
regardless of where and how we were
getting those wants met. We may have
even bounced from place to place or
from person to person without a real
care of the consequences that may
arise as a result of our pursuits. What
was it that we really wanted? What
were we really after? Why were our
wants so insatiable that we were indiscriminate in how we went about getting it? Let’s explore this phenomenon
of “the Hoe” as we know it and dig a
bit deeper beneath the surface for the
real lesson. Remember to suspend your
judgment--- pause and consider.
Intention of Action:
It takes 10-21 days to form a new
habit; three-21 consecutive days for it
to become a lifestyle…. That’s a minimum of 63 days of repeated behavior!
Wondering why this is relevant? Our
lifestyles imprints on our DNA and pass
on our experience to our offspring.
Consider that we create new habits
when we are motivated and pursue our
wants. In the ‘street sense’ of a “Hoe”
we think of a promiscuous and mostly
indiscriminate person (male or female)
whose consistent actions dictate that
sex with multiple partners will get
them closer to their wants being met.
Don’t be misguided, sex is only the
means, it’s not end result of the
“want” that a person typically pursues
(subconsciously). There are3 important
cues in this understanding, it often includes the acts of consistency, multiple
partners, and the pursuit of wants being met. These cues lend to a habit
that over time is now a lifestyle; a way
of life. Before you judge too harshly
that a “hoe-is- a-hoe” for life---it may
be a generation too!
Remember, in this instance, being a
“Hoe” includes the acts of consistency,
multiple partners, in the pursuit of
wants being met. There is an innate
drive for the survival of all beings as a

collective. We are driven by our basic
needs as a precursor to self-preservation and procreation. Psychology and
biology often dictate that we survive;
ourselves and/or through our offspring.
Biology prescribes our need to reproduce. In order to reproduce we must
be drawn to others of the opposite sex
(attraction); in order to attract others
our body emits not only a type of
“mating” frequency (sound) but highly
irresistible pheromones (scent) in addition to our own body language (visual)
dilating pupils, erect nipples and genitals. These are often involuntary responses to mating stimuli. Mating
stimuli is more often leads to procreation. Procreation involves sexual contact. So, what is it that the “Hoe”
ultimately wants? The Hoe wants to
survive. Practicing this survival process
over time becomes a habit; sometime a
selective or indiscriminate practice
that becomes a way of life. The Hoe is
one-single-minded energy missing the
connection to the collective… the
whole.
Solutions for Consideration:
Often when we allow our psychology and biology (our subconscious)
alone to drive our wants we are singleminded. With these impulses working
alone without our values (boundaries)
we can easily find ourselves scattered
in multiple places for the convenience
and to temporarily fit us in the lifestyle
that we created from our habits. Values are the conscious mind’s intentional guidance toward wholeness.
Wholeness seeks direction and a single
pathway to our wants for the benefit of
the collective. This view becomes
more visible when we choose to make a
lifestyle shift beyond the impulse of
single-mindedness and individuality.
When we choose to be whole we can
prepare ourselves and/or our offspring
with the blueprint for wellness that is
carried through our DNA and the
choices of our experiences. We now
know our choices can affect our world
and we choose to care enough to consider the consequences to the whole.
Personal Change Coach Heather
Hetheru is a facilitator and author of
“lesson for the journey” books
(Amazon), view YouTube videos, and/
or My Secret Chamber podcasts; google
Heather Hetheru and connect to more
resources. Visit us at
yourinspiredjourney.com or reach out
to heather2hetheru@gmail.com.…Let
the Journey Continue

